Weierstrass representation is a classical parameterization of minimal surfaces. However, two functions should be specified to construct the parametric form in Weierestrass representation. In this paper, we propose an explicit parametric form for a class of parametric polynomial minimal surfaces of arbitrary degree. It includes the classical Enneper surface for cubic case. The proposed minimal surfaces also have some interesting properties such as symmetry, containing straight lines and self-intersections. According to the shape properties, the proposed minimal surface can be classified into four categories with respect to n = 4k − 1 n = 4k + 1, n = 4k and n = 4k + 2. The explicit parametric form of corresponding conjugate minimal surfaces is given and the isometric deformation is also implemented.
In CAD systems, parametric polynomial representation is the standard form. For parametric polynomial minimal surface, plane is the unique quadratic parametric polynomial minimal surface, Enneper surface is the unique cubic parametric polynomial minimal surface. There are few research work on the parametric form of polynomial minimal surface with higher degree. Weierstrass representation is a classical parameterization of minimal surfaces. However, two functions should be specified to construct the parametric form in Weierestrass representation. In this paper, we discuss the answer to the following questions: What are the possible explicit parametric form of polynomial minimal surface of arbitrary degree and how about their properties? The proposed minimal surfaces include the classical Enneper surface for cubic case, and also have some interesting properties such as symmetry, containing straight lines and self-intersections. According to the shape properties, the proposed minimal surface can be classified into four categories with respect to n = 4k − 1 n = 4k, n = 4k + 1 and n = 4k + 2. The explicit parametric form of corresponding conjugate minimal surfaces is given and the isometric deformation is also implemented. 
Preliminary
In this section, we introduce the following two notations.
P n and Q n have the following properties:
Lemma 2
Lemma 2 can be proved by using the following equation:
Main Results
Theorem 1 If the parametric representation of polynomial surface r(u, v) with arbitrary degree
where
Proof of Theorem 1. From Lemma 2, we have
Hence, r(u, v) is harmonic surface.
By using Lemma 2, we have
From Lemma 2, we have
Substituting (5)(6)(7) (8) into (4), we can obtain F = 0. Similarly, we have
Hence, r(u,v) is a parametric surface with isothermal parameterization. From [1] , if a parametric surface with isothermal parameterization is harmonic, then it is a minimal surface. The proof is completed.
Properties and Classification
From Theorem 1, if n = 3, we can get the Enneper surface, which is the unique cubic parametric polynomial minimal surface. It has the following parametric form
Enneper surface has several interesting properties, such as symmetry, self-intersection, and containing orthogonal straight lines on it. For the new proposed minimal surface, we can also prove that it has also has these properties.
If n = 5, a kind of quintic polynomial minimal surface proposed in [10] can be obtained as follows
According to the shape properties, the proposed minimal surface in Theorem 1 can be classified into four classes with n = 4k − 1 n = 4k, n = 4k + 1, n = 4k + 2. • r(u, v) contains two orthogonal straight lines x = ±y on the plane Z = 0 Fig. 1(a) shows an example of Enneper surface, Fig. 1 (b) shows an example of proposed minimal surface with n = 7. The symmetry plane and straight lines of minimal surface in Fig. 1 (b) are shown in Fig. 1 (c) and Fig. 1 (d) .
Proposition 2.
In case of n = 4k, the corresponding proposed minimal surface r(u, v) is symmetric about the plane Z = 0 and the plane Y = 0. Fig. 2 (a) present an example of proposed quartic minimal surface and the corresponding symmetry planes are shown in Fig. 2 (b) .
Proposition 3. In case of n = 4k + 1, the corresponding proposed minimal surface r(u, v) has the following properties:
• r(u, v) is symmetric about the plane X = 0, the plane Y = 0, the plane X = Y and the plane X = −Y .
• Self-intersection points of r(u, v) are only on the symmetric planes, i.e., there are no other self-intersection points on r(u, v), and the self-intersection curve has the same symmetric plane as the minimal surface. Fig. 3 (a) present an example of proposed quintic minimal surface and the corresponding symmetry planes are shown in Fig. 3 (b) . For the case of n = 6, it has been studied in [11] . Fig.4 (a) present an example of proposed minimal surface with n = 6 and the corresponding symmetry planes are shown in Fig. 4 (b) . Helicoid and catenoid are a pair of conjugate minimal surfaces. For r (u, v), we can find out a new pair of conjugate minimal surfaces as follows.
Theorem 2
The conjugate minimal surface of r(u, v) has the following parametric form
It can be proved directly by Lemma 2. From [2] , the surfaces of one-parametric family are minimal surfaces with the same first fundamental form. These minimal surfaces are isometric and have the same Gaussian curvature at corresponding points. Fig. 5 illustrates the isometric deformation between r(u, v) and s(u, v). It is similar with the isometric deformation between helicoid and catenoid.
Conclusion
The explicit parametric formula of polynomial minimal surface is presented. It can be considered as the generalization of Enneper surface in cubic case. The corresponding properties and classification of the proposed minimal surface are investigated. The corresponding conjugate minimal surface are constructed and the dynamic isometric deformation between them are also implemented.
